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Introduction
As in previous years, this option saw the largest number of high quality scripts. This was
particularly noticeable on Question 3 where sophisticated explanation was often built upon
with well-supported prioritisation to produce excellent responses. Candidates now have few
technical issues with this extended writing question and this is seen in the confident way
many of them shape their answers.
Although candidates generally answered the paper well, there were some areas which
disappointed.
Question 1b asked about censorship, but many candidates failed to see how this was
different from propaganda. There were, therefore, some detailed accounts of the Cult
of Stalin, but these could not be rewarded as examiners were looking for restrictions on
expression, not how the media could be used positively.
Question 1c did catch out a number of candidates who did not know what was meant by
the 'decrees passed in 1917 by the Bolshevik government'. This was disappointing as the
specification lists 'the early Bolshevik decrees' in the amplification of content.
Question 1d highlighted one of the issues when studying any period of history. The
specification begins in 1917, but to understand the events of 1917 candidates have to be
familiar with events before that date. When asked why the Tsar was unpopular in 1917,
however, candidates should not be relating events from as far back at the Russo-Japanese
War. There is plenty of material from close to February 1917 which explains the loss of
popularity and it is not necessary to highlight long-term causes. Candidates will not be
rewarded for discussing events before 1917, but will be rewarded for 'issues' which exist in
1917 and have their roots before that date (incompetent leadership, poor performance in
the war etc.).
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Question 1 (a)
Although some candidates mistakenly made inferences about Stalin or the Soviet Union in
general, this question presented few difficulties for candidates and most talked about how
women were not treated as equals under Stalin. Consequently, many answers reached
Level 3 by supporting inferences that women were second-class citizens, that the promises
of the revolution were not fulfilled, or that they were not given the same opportunities in
government as men.
Although some answers mistakenly made inferences about Stalin or the Soviet Union in
general, this question presented few difficulties for candidates and most talked about
how women were not treated as equals under Stalin. Many answers reached Level 3 by
supporting inferences that women were second-class citizens, that the promises of the
revolution were not fulfilled, or that women were not given the same opportunities in
government as men.

Examiner Comments

The answer reached Level 3 by immediately making an
inference ('women were discriminated against') and supporting
this with a paraphrase of the source (women had to 'do certain
domestic chores.') It showed good technique by avoiding
irrelevant introduction or detail.

Examiner Tip

This is a question which does not require extended
writing. Make your inference straight away and then
quote or paraphrase to support it.
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Question 1 (b)
This answer revealed a misunderstanding on the part of some candidates. What examiners
were expecting to see was detail of Stalin's control of the general media and of education
through censorship. Many responses used those two areas as their two 'features' and
provided supporting detail to score well in Level 2.
However, there was a significant minority of candidates who failed to understand the
difference between censorship and propaganda. Giving details of the propaganda Stalin
used to boost his popularity was not rewardable as a response to this question. Explaining
how Stalin prevented negative messages being propagated was.
This question revealed a general misunderstanding by some candidates, who failed to grasp
the difference between censorship and propaganda. What examiners expected to see was
detail of how Stalin controlled the message that was portrayed of communist rule both in
education and in the media in general. Many candidates did so and used the media and
education as their key features. A significant minority, however, wrote of Stalin's positive
use of propaganda to build his image. This was not rewardable; showing how he built his
image by preventing negative messages was rewardable.
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Examiner Comments

This is a good answer, covering a number of features
(publishing, culture, education) and providing sufficient detail to
earn reward towards the top of Level 2.

Examiner Tip

Remember that this question is your opportunity to
provide detail on a topic and to do so by developing
two features. So go straight in with 'One feature of
censorship was...', give detail and then move on to the
second feature.
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Question 1 (c)
This was a question where some candidates were unable to provide a satisfactory response
because they did not know what was meant by the 'decrees passed in 1917'. That was a
little surprising as the Bolshevik decrees are outlined in the specification. Where the decrees
were not known, there was often reference to the July Days, to the work of the Cheka and
to the Kronstadt Mutiny. Fortunately 'Peace, Bread and Land' or details of Brest-Litovsk
often produced material relevant to the question and gained some reward.
Where candidates knew their material, there was often good detail on the Land Decree, the
Peace Decree and the Workers' Decree. This was rewarded in Level 2. Where candidates
were able to show the effects of the various decrees, perhaps in increasing or decreasing
support for the Bolsheviks, or perhaps in making civil war inevitable, Level 3 was achieved.
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Examiner Comments

This is a good answer which showed an understanding of the
effects of the Land Decree and the Peace Decree. The answer
went beyond the immediate impact of the measures and
explained how the Land Decree increased Bolshevik popularity,
but the Peace Decree led to the Treaty of Brest Litovsk and an
element of resentment at giving so much away. This took the
answer into Level 3.

Examiner Tip

Don't forget that on a question about effects, the
examiners are not looking just for detail of the topic
identified (in this case the decrees), but want to know
the impact. That is, what difference did they make?
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Question 1 (d)
Unsurprisingly, this was a topic which was well-known, though it also showed a lack of focus
on the part of some candidates. The question asked why the Tsar was unpopular in February
1917 and it was not expected that candidates would trace this unpopularity back to 1905
(n.b. the specification starts in 1917).
What was expected was reference to the poor showing in the war under the Tsar's
leadership, the failure to end the war, inflation, poor living conditions, the mutiny of the
troops in Petrograd and weak autocratic rule as exemplified by the Tsarini in the Tsar's
absence. This was a much more valid set of criteria to use than the off-specification material
on the Russo-Japanese War and Bloody Sunday.
Most candidates took this route and scored securely in Level 2 by providing detail to support
these causal factors. Where candidates were able to make a clear link between the factor
and the increased unpopularity of the Tsar, Level 3 was awarded.
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Examiner Comments

This is a good answer which linked the
points to the unpopularity of the Tsar,
rather than just describing each reason.
Failing to leave the war, poor living
conditions and the unpopularity of the
Tsar's wife were all explained and so Level
3 was reached.
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Examiner Tip

Remember that this is a causation question.
The examiners do not want to read the story
of the Tsar's overthrow. They want you to
explain why he was unpopular.

Question 2 (a)
To score highest marks on this type of question, candidates have to realise that it is a
question about 'change', rather than a question about economic policy in the years 1918-21.
It was pleasing to see that the majority of candidates were able to identify and explain the
various 'twists' in the Bolshevik economic policy. Most could explain the move from War
Communism to the New Economic Policy, but many also gave detail of the change from the
freedoms of immediate post-revolution times to War Communism. Consequently there were
many answers at Level 3, though sometimes the detail of War Communism or NEP was all
that was provided. Answers which restricted themselves to such detail were rewarded at
Level 2.

Question 2 (b)
There were a variety of approaches which could be taken in answering this question. Most
candidates considered the impact of collectivisation on the peasants. This certainly was
the policy which had the greatest effect, but there were also some very good answers
which looked at the impact of industrialisation, of educational and social reform and even
Russification. Where detail was provided, reward was given in Level 2, where an explanation
of how the life of the peasants was different as a result of Stalin's policies, then Level 3 was
achieved.
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Examiner Comments

This answer follows the conventional route of discussing
the impact of collectivisation of peasants. It does, however,
break away from the conventional story of peasant opposition
and appreciate that there was change in the extent to which
peasants had freedom. Under NEP they had some freedoms,
but as a result of collectivisation and the need to support
industrialisation, there was an increase in 'Stalin's control over
them'.

Examiner Tip

Remember that this is a question about change. So
what you need to do is look at the difference that
Stalin's rule made to the life of the peasants. How
different was it to what had gone before?
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Question 3 (a)
This question asked candidates to consider the reasons why the Provisional Government
was overthrown. Almost all candidates were able to write on the four reasons given (the
weaknesses of the Provisional Government, the work of Trotsky, the role of Lenin and
continuing to the fight in the First World War.
There was a good level of explanation, taking candidates into Level 3 and a pleasing number
of answers prioritising between reasons, or more commonly, explaining the relationship
between them. Such answers were rewarded at Level 4.
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Examiner Comments

This is a concise answer, but it provided an explanation of the reasons why the Provisional
Government fell and in the final two paragraphs compared the relative importance of the
weakness of the Provisional Government and the work of Lenin and Trotsky. The conclusion
was reached that no matter how important the two Bolshevik leaders were, the Provisional
Government would not have fallen if it had been stronger. That took the answer to high Level
3.

Examiner Tip

Remember when you are prioritising, it is not enough just to say 'this was the most
important because ...' You need to say 'this reason was more important than that reason'
and explain why by referring to both reasons..

Question 3 (b)
This was very much the less popular of the alternatives in Question 3, with the fall of the
Provisional Government proving much more popular than Stalin's industrialisation. Despite
that, there were some very good responses to this question. Details of the Five Year Plans
and the Stakhanovites were well known and candidates were usually able to explain how
these factors help Stalin to industrialise the Soviet Union. Some candidates were less secure
in explaining how propaganda and methods of control contributed to industrialisation and
their answers tended to be more descriptive, than analytical. The very best answers argued
that the Five Year Plans produced the blue print, propaganda and Stakhanovites encouraged
people to work towards industrialisation and, if that didn't work, methods of control forced
the Soviet people into contributing whether they wanted to or not.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following
advice:
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•

Answers should be confined to the years of the specification (1917-39) with earlier
material used only to reinforce what was happening within the period mentioned in the
question.

•

Good teaching has meant we see a significant improvement in the responses to Q3,
where explanation and prioritisation are now seen regularly.

•

Care should be taken on Q1b to ensure that details relate precisely to the question
asked.

•

In Q1c and Q2 effects and change are best explained if candidates can give a summary
of the position that existed previously.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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